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WISDOM OF THE STARS

3rd - 4TH February, 2024
6 Professional and Practising

ASTROLOGERS
Will share their knowledge for the 7th year running

On Magical, Mystical Mount Tamborine



Iris Detenhoff – is the author/publisher

of the Moontime Diary, an annular

almanac for the Southern Hemisphere.

Iris aims to inspire and guide people to

live healthier, more relaxed lives in

tune with the lunar and planetary

cycles. Iris graduated in nursing in

Germany before living in Australia from

1987. Her studies here include Natural

health, Anthroposophy, Sustainable

building and Astrology. These studies

led to her creating and publishing the

first Moontime Diary in 2006.

Contacts: moontimeoffice@gmail.com

 Earth’s natural satellite, has intrigued

and mystified humanity for centuries.

It has been a source of wonder,

inspiration and even superstition.

While we have learned much about the

Moon’s pull on tides, there is still more

to know about its influence on plants

and our human physical and emotional

body. Aligning some activities and

treatments to the Moon, was an

ancient practice and has been

rediscovered and popularised in recent

times for various practical and spiritual

reasons.

Find out how you might take

advantage of the Moon on its monthly

orbit around the Earth.

Iris Detenhoff Mysteries of the moon



 Lynne Smith:- With more than thirty

years as a professional Astrologer, Lynne

is passionate about the Wisdom of

Astrology. She sees astrology as an

amazing tool for self-understanding and

living a more conscious integrated life

embracing our natal promise.

Lynne is a fierce advocate for exploring

with clarity growth, freedom, love,

purpose and even a little magic in our

lives.

Lynne loves to work with the healing

power of gemstones to support our

energy fields using the ancient Vedic

knowledge. (Member; Global Planetary

Gemmologists Association).

What is the one thing our Soul is calling us

towards right now? We all have a deep

desire to understand ourselves and gain a

richer awareness vital to uncover the very

essence of our birth chart. Lynne will bring

a method for us to examine, uncover and

integrate our discoveries, allowing us to

find Our Soul Calling. This is indicated in

our own natal chart. When we allow for our

own inner wisdom to shine through, this

gives our life a greater sense of meaning

and deep purpose.

Lynne Smith KARMA FREE WILL &
ASTROLOGY

Phone: 0418153829 www.lynnesmithastrology.com.au lynne@lynnesmithastrology.com.au

Finding our authentic self

http://www.lynnesmithastrology.com.au/
http://www.lynnesmithastrology.com.au/


Richard De Welles: is a Crystal Healer,

Artist and Conservator. Co-Founder of

Grail Haven, he has led 25 Pilgrimages

to the Sacred Sites of Europe and the

Holy Lands. At present he is building a

Retreat Centre in the South of France

and shares his time between one on

one healing sessions, teaching,

lecturing and art.

Contacts: Email: rdewelles@gmail.com

Richard will explore how, when and why our

general consciousness shifted from the

Lunar Goddess to the Solar God, and how this

is reflected in Astrology. With the

ascendancy of the Feminine and renewed

interest in the Goddess Archetype, we shall

discuss how civilisation has progressed or

regressed. Is the Solar God still appropriate to

us today or should we focus more on the

Feminine as exemplified by the Lunar

Goddess?

We shall be looking at Sacred Sites erected

to glorify both Solar and Lunar Deities.

Richard will also explain how rocks and

crystals hold the Signature in microcosm of

the Sun and the Moon and how they can be

used in healing.

Richard DeWelles
The sun & moon
God & Goddess



Richard has been deeply involved and

interested in Astrology for over thirty years.

He has spoken on the ABC and Radio. He has

written prolifically for numerous magazines

including Nexus, and is also a Feng Shui

practitioner and Chinese Astrologer.

The Chinese New Year starts on the 10th February 2024.

To the Chinese, Dragons represent power, success, honour,

strength and luck. In mythology the Dragon rules over the

Skies and also under the Earth, so Dragon energy years are

very important, the last one was in 2002. This year it is a

Wood Dragon and Wood element rules the East and is

associated with Spring. The Colour is green and rules the

liver. Dragons are strong characters and so the year ahead

is a mix of Wood which is action and words and Earthy

solidness with earth shaking events.

The further importance of 2024 is that we will begin a whole

new twenty-year cycle ruled by the Chinese number NINE

which is Fire Element – Positive activity, artistic energies,

spiritual energies and the heart all thrive in the NINE cycle.

We can look forward to that!
ricgiles@powerup.com



Babul  approaches Astrology as a tool for healing, transformation and awakening.

Alongside her passion about the big picture relating to important shifts in consciousness as we birth the New Age of

Aquarius, her interests centre around the following;- Childhood and Family Astrology – Medical Astrology – Lilith and

the Black Moon – Chiron – Asteroid Goddess’s.

A professional Astrologer for over 30 years, for many years she ran The Brisbane School of Astrology and has lectured

at many Conferences.

B.A., Dip.Ed., FAA Practitioners Diploma, QFA Fellow, Cert Counselling from the Heart -Art of Allowing Facilitator

Contacts: babulamoon@gmail.com - www.babulaclement.com.au Facebook/babula

http://www.babulaclement.com.au/


Chiron, the Wounded Healer, has been in Aries since 2018 and continues through this sign

until 2027. During this extended period we may be facing body issues related to injuries,

wounds, blood and the head.

Chiron calls us to address the deeper psychological and soul related issues such as conflict,

courage, how we take action, and our willingness to make bold new moves. We are also

dealing with all themes related to males and the Masculine Principle itself. In 2023 and

through the first half of 2024, the evolutionary North Node is with Chiron, pointing us clearly

towards radical healing of this masculine energy.



Gerry Taylor-Wood Dip. Pych. Astrol.

Gerry holds the Diploma from Dr Liz Greene’s ‘Centre for Psychological Astrology’, London, and

has been a professional Jungian Astrologer for decades. A Yoga Teacher for 40 years, she is an

international Lecturer at many Astrology Conferences in the USA, Canada, Europe, Findhorn,

Scotland, and Australasia. Her passion is Alchemy and Astrology and the healing of the Chart

with flower essences. For 25 years Gerry has taken groups on annual sacred journeys to Britain,

Europe and the Holy Lands. 

Books: The Journey to a Sacred Well – Grail Haven Flower Essences – The Alchemy of Sacred

Travel (still in the making).

Contact: gtw.deva@gmail.com



From the early Wisdom Teachings of the Sacred Prostitute and the Divine Feminine, to

the ecstatic dance of the swirling Dervishes, buried in your natal chart is the Path to

Liberation. From the sexual to the spiritual we spiral upwards to Light. Gerry will invite

Mars and Pluto into the arena, and place them in the context of Kundalini and

synchronise them with your Chakras and their Axis of the Solstice Planets.

Alchemy distils, cleanses and transforms the aura, releases pent us emotions, kills

depression and repels anxiety and Pan- ic attacks. What is this profound yet subtle

force of passion latent in your birth chart that can bring such revelations and liberation?



Please contact the Treasurer of Grail Haven Not for Profit Fellowship for the Bank details; and a full

programme will be sent on receipt of a $50 deposit for the weekend.

$120 for one day only - $199 for both days.

Please bring the balance owing in cash on the day. 

TREASURER: Marilyn Hillier – Email : marilyn.astro@hotmail.com - 0402097125

Kindly bring lunch to share, and if you need accommodation for the weekend please book early.

Sometimes lifts can be shared and arranged through Marilyn.

*The Studio has limited seating and so please secure your place early.

DATE: 3/4th February, 2024

VENUE: GRAIL HAVEN, 303 Long Road, Mt Tamborine, Queensland 4272.

PARKING: Limited parking on the property.


